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Senior Stewards Report
Name of Track

Fort Erie

Date

Tuesday, 31 Jul 2018

Weather

Race 1 - 8: Overcast (Temp: 26 deg. C)

Track Conditions

Type:

Number of Races

8

Scratches

5

Vet:

Post-time

Dirt

Stewards:

Turf:

2

16:20

Firm

Track:

Senior Steward

Associate Steward

Associate Steward

Neil McCoag

Al Stiiff

Gunnar Lindberg

Report on day’s Events: (Backstretch - accidents, fines, suspensions, objections, disqualifications, refunds, pertinent incidents,
general details etc., Film Reviews, Races, Claims)

Backstretch:
Tom Valiquette and Harry Eider attended our back office to discuss the lack of professionalism
amongst a number of the riders following races both on the track and after a race. We advised
them that we would have a riders meeting and also we requested that any concerns be forwarded
to us immediately so that we can address them.
Communicated with Richard Tso regarding the events that contributed to the scratch of Comedy
Gold because the horse failed to be treated with Lasix. A resolution was reached.
Robert Warner was in about a vet scratch from last week for which we did not receive a vet slip
for. We accepted his explaination of the events regarding the scratch of the horse.
Spoke to Dr. Chambers about the length of time a horse testing positive for Lasix should be
suspended or placed on a vets list for. He agreed given that the horse received it some time ago
that it would not be necessary to suspend unless there are exceptional circumstances.
Rulings issued for several former security persons invalidating their licenses as they are no
longer employed.
Riders Meeting held with the Jockeys. It was made clear to them that we have directed the Clerk
of the Scales and the Assistant Clerk of the Scales to report any incidents of use of profanity,

misconduct or failure to follow their directions to the Stewards. Riders were informed that we
would be issuing penalties.
Outcome of Jesse Campbell review from the Prince of Wales Stakes. A monetary penalty of $800
was applied to Mr. Campbell.
Film Reviews:
R3- July 29 with Pierre Mailhot and Bradley Wilson.It appeared that the horse ridden by Malhot
come in under right handed urging pinching the horse ridden by Wilson causing him to take back.
No placings had been necessary. Decision regarding Mailhot reserved.
Races:
R1-After we went official the rider of #5 Kirk Johnson called to say that he felt that the rider
of #6 Pinto and the rider of the #7 Carigan had been tag teaming him causing him to
steady. A review of the race showed the #6 dropping over and #7 steadies. #5 beat the #6
so no placings involved. Nothing conclusive from the film review.
R2-Clear
R3-Stewards Inquiry at the break. #9 Isabelle Wenc stumbles and drops rider. No change
in the order of finish. https://youtu.be/gMqnBZ_Ucnk
R4-Clear
R5-#6 broke crooked and inward from the gate causing the #5 to be crunched between #6
and #4. First jump from the gate. #5 comes back on and beats the #6. No action taken
R6-No photo finish available. No issues with the order of finish
R7-#3 reared up at the break, race clear
R8-Clear
Handle$959,800

Claims:

